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Abstract 
Explicit formulas for cross-correlation functions of the so-called linearly related generalized 
geometric sequences are derived, thus an open problem proposed by Klapper et al. (1993) is 
partially solved. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
Geometric sequences, including m-sequences, GMW sequences, and Bent sequences, 
are very useful binary pseudorandom sequences which have been widely used in mod- 
ern communication systems and cryptography. In 1993, Klapper et al. [l] calculated the 
cross-correlation functions of geometric sequences obtained from linearly or quadrati- 
cally related q-ary m-sequences. In the same paper, they defined the generalized geo- 
metric sequence (GGS) and proposed an open problem of calculating the correlations 
of these GGSs. This open problem will be partially solved in this paper by deriv- 
ing explicit formulas for cross-correlation functions of linearly related GGSs, and the 
distribution of their cross-correlation function values is also given. 
Definition 1. Let q be a power of a prime p, n a positive integer, and let a and /I 
be primitive elements of GF(q”) with b = CX~ and gcd(k,q” - 1) = 1. For a nonlinear 
function .f from GF(q) to GF(2), the sequence sl (AJ) = {$5@(i) 1 0 < i < q” - 2) is 
called a generalized geometric sequence (GGS), where 
Sy,B’(i) = .f(Tr(Aa’ + BP)), (1) 
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A, B E GF(q”), Tr(.) the trace function from GF(qn) to GF(q), i.e., Tr(x) = Cyzd ~4’. 
If p = LxP”, i.e., k = p’, the sequence Sr (“) is called a linearly related GGS. 
The period of a GGS is clearly a divisor of q” - 1. 
Definition 2. For two given binary (0, 1) sequences S = (S(O), S( 1 ), . . . , S(L - 1)) and 
T = (T(O), T(l), . , T(L - 1)) of length L, the (periodic) cross-correlation function 
C&z) of S and T is defined by 
L-l 
CYST(Z) = -y-l)s(i@,7)+T(i), z = O,...,L - 1 
i=o 
(2) 
where i @L r stands for (i + r) mod L. 
2. Preliminaries 
The finite field GF (qn) is an n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). By [5] and the 
normal basis theorem (see [4, Theorem 2.35, p. 60]), there exists a primitive element 
CI of GF (qn) such that N = {Ho = cI,sIi = cxq,...,c(,_i = c@ “-I } forms a normal basis 
of GF(q’) over GF(q), i.e., every element x E GF(q”) can be represented as a linear 
combination x = c:Io’ xixi, where xi E GF(q) In the sequel, c( will always denote a 
primitive generator of the normal basis N. 
The following linear mapping 0, from GF(q”) to GF(q), plays an important role 
which is defined by 
n-l n-l 
c(g&%) = xxi. 
i=O 
By Eq. (3), we have 
(3) 
(4) 
Tr(x) = a(x)Tr(cc), (5) 
where j en i denotes (j - i) mod n. 
Let aT = C:ii Yr,iai, 0 < z < q” - 2, and x = c:i,t X~CI,, then by Lemma 3, 
n-l 
,z- I 
a( X7X) = c a,,,x,. (7) 
r-o 
II- I 
Tr( %‘x) = Tr(r) c Q.,x;. 
1x0 
(8) 
From Eq. (8) we know that the map cp : GF(q”)* + GF(q)” \ ((0.0, . . ..O)}. 
V(X’) = (q,,o,q,,1...., a,,,,_r ) is one-to-one and (u,.~, CZ,,~, , a,.,,_ I ) # (O,O,. .O). 
For 11 E GF(q), define a hypersurface by 
Q(A.B.7.u) = {x E GF(q”) / Aa(x’x)Tr(x) + B(cT(x’x)Tr(x))” = zi} 
Therefore, 
il- I II- I 
Q(A,,BI,O,V) = { x E GF(q”) 1 ‘41 xx,Tr@) + Br (C.riTr(T))’ = C} 
1x0 1-O 
Let {XC 1 0 < < d 1 ~ l} and {Y,, 1 0 G q < t - I} be sets of solutions of the 
following equations 
AITr(x)X + BrTr(s()“X’ = C. 
and 
(10) 
ATr( + BTr(x)kYX = II, (11) 
respectively. Assuming 
II- I ,i- I 
Q;,, = ((x~,,.xr ,..., x,,_r) E GF(q)” 1 xx; =& and ~Q~,;x, 
i-0 r=O 
0 ,< < < I ~ 1, 0 < rl < t - 1, then the following lemma works. 
Lemma 4. 
y,, > > 
(12) 
(13) 
Proof. On one hand, if (x0,x1,. .,X,-I ) E Q(A, B, L ~1 n !~(AI, BI, 0, ~1, then X’ = 
Crzd x; and Y’ = c:i,r u,.~x; are clearly solutions of Eqs. (IO) and (1 1 ), respectively. 
Thus(xo,x,,...,x,,_l)EQ~,forsomeO<<<~-l andO<r?,<t-1. 
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On the other hand, if (x0,x1,. . . ,~,_~)~S2~,forsomeO~5d1-1andO6116 
t - 1, then C:IO’ x, = Xt and CyIO’ a,ix; = Y,!, because Xr and Y,, are solutions of 
Eqs. (10) and (1 l), respectively, we have (x0,x1 ,...,xn-I) E Q(A,B,~,~>nQ<Al,BI,O,v). 
Thus 
By the definition of C&, we have Sz,, nL?tJ,j = 4 for (l,v]) # (t’, y’), then Eq. (13) 
follows. 17 
For A, B, C E GF(q), k = pe, let 
#N(A,B,C) = 1(x E GF(q) 1 Ax + Bxk = C}l. 
Lemma 5. If #N(A, B, C) # 0, then #N(A, B, C) = #N(A, B, 0). 
Lemma 5 is trivial since the map x -+ Ax + Bxk is GF(q)-linear. 
Lemma 6. Let a,i’s be dejned by Eq. (6), then 
Case 1: a g = a,j = . = L+_l # 0 
Case 1.1: If Al/A = Bl/Baft,j’, then 
=i 
0 AI u # aT,ov4 
#N(A,Tr(a), BITr(a)k, v)q”-’ Al u = a,,ovA. 
Case 1.2: If AI/A # Bl/Ba$‘, then 
Blu - vat,B k 
4 
n-1 
‘k-, = 
a,oAv - Al u 
= G,OWI --AI&~ > I a,o(A& -AI@;‘) 
0 otherwise. 
Case 2: Otherwise 
= #N(ATr(a),BTr(a)k,u)#N(AITr(a),BITr(cr)k,v)q”-2. 
Proof. Case 2: In this case, at least two of ~,,a, Q,. , a,.,,_l are different, the follow- 
ing system of linear equations 
1 
II- I 
c I, = x; I = O,...,l- 1, 
I-0 
1 
,I-- I 
c cI,.Y, = Y,, 11 = O....,t - 1 
,=o
(14) 
has exactly q”-’ solutions. By Lemma 4, Case 2 follows. 
CLW 1 : Uij) = a,,1 = . . = L7r.,,_, # 0. 
In this case, the intersection between Q(A, B,z. u) and @AI, B,,O. tl) is formed by 
solutions of the system i,- I II- I 
AITr(r)xu, + B,Tr(a)” (xxi>” = c. 
l--n t=O 
,i- I 11--l 
ATr(z) +BTr(x)“&’ (XX,)” = u/a,,o. 
IkO I: 0 
System (IS) has #N(AITr(a),BITr(x)‘,c)qnp’ solutions if Al/A 
A ] LI = a,gcA. 
System (15) has no solution if AI/A = B1/Baip’ and Alu # a,,ocA. 
Curse 1.2: Al iA # B,/Bari’, then system (15) is equivalent to 
I 
,ip I 
c s, = 
B1 u ~ ca$B 
f&O a,,o(ABI - Al Bar,i’)Tr(x)’ 
II- I 
cc 1 
h a,oAt’ - AIU 
Y, = 
1-O a,,~,(AB~ - Al Ba$’ )Tr( r)k 
So, system ( 15) has q”-’ solutions if 
B, LI - oak 
1.0 
B 
Lp 
k 
a,dAB~ ~ A lBa$’ 1 
l- 
a,0Ar - A,u 
a,,oWI ~ AIB&‘) 
and no solution otherwise. Case 1.2 follows. 0 
3. Main results 
(15) 
= BJBahp’ and r.0 
Case 1.1 follows. 
(16) 
To describe the main results, we begin this section by introducing the following 
notations: 
F(u) = (- 1 )‘@‘, (17) 
R(A, B) = {u E GF(q) / #N(ATr(K), BTr(r*)k,u) > 0}, (18) 
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J(A,B) = #N(ATr(a),BTr(cc)k, 0), 
Kf(A,B) = c F(u), 
uER(Q) 
VT,,(A>B) = c F(au)G(u), 
uER(AB) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
= {x E Wq) 1 [ B’x - VCkB 
c(AB, - A,Bck-‘) 
] k = c(A;;r;;;k_, ,} (22) 
L~W~WIA = c F(u). (23) 
~EH(A,B,AI,BI,~,~) 
Theorem 7. Let a be a primitive generator of the normal busis N = (~0 = M, a, = 
c6 ,..,,&_I = @ “-I} of GF(q”) over GF(q), 
n-l n-l 
UT = c YT,Pi, a,i = c 4a@je,i hj, o<z<qn-2, 
i=o j=O 
and let f and g be two nonlinear functions from GF(q) to GF(2), then the cross- 
correlation function C(z) of two linearly related GGSs {S>Ap’(i) = f(Tr(Aa’ 
+ Bafi)) 1 0 6 i < q” - 2) and {So”‘, = g(Tr(Ald + B,aJ”‘)) 1 0 < i < q” - 2) 
satisjes 
Case 1: If a,,0 = a,, = ... = ar,+, # 0, then 
1 
“-‘J(A,,B,)V~~“a~.‘(A,,B1) - F(O)G(O) 
A, B, 
4 
-=Bak” A 
C(z) = 
TO 
q”-’ c ( ) f( G v L” A, B; A,, B,; aT,o) - F(O)G(O) otherwise. 
aEGF(q) 
Case 2: Otherwise 
C(z) = q”-2J(A,B)J(A,,B,)K~(A,B)~q,(A,,B,) -JV’YW). 
Furthermore, we have the following statements: 
(1) q”-*J(A, B).I(A,, B, )Kt(A, B)I$(A,, B, ) - F(O)G(O) occurs q” - q times. 
(2) q”-‘J(A,,B,)V;~1)U7”(A,,B,) -FOG(O) occurs once for each a,,0 E GF(q)* ij 
A,B=O andAB, =O. 
(3) q”-’ C&F(q) G(v)Ly(A,B;A,,B,; a,,~) - F(O)G(O) occurs once jar euch a,0 E 
GF(q)* ifA,B = 0 and AB, # 0. 
(4) q”-’ C@3F(q) G(v)L;(A,B; A,,B,; a,,~) - F(O)G(O) occurs once jar euch a,,~ E 
GF(q)* zf A, B # 0 and AB, = 0. 
(5) if A,B # 0 and AB, # 0, then q”-‘J(A,,B,)~~~“‘;“(A,,B,) - (O)G(O) oc- 
curs for Cr=;’ lj(AB,/A,B) elements a,,~ in GF(q)*; q”-’ xDEGF(q, G(v)L”f(A, B; 
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A,,B,;a,,o) - F(O)G(O) occurs for q - 1 - ~~~~ I,‘(AB,/A,B) elements u,,o in 
GF(q)*, where d = ycd(k - 1, q - 1) and i is a rnultiplicatiue charucter of’GF(q) 
of’ order d. 
Proof. By Definition 2 
C(r) = 1 F(ATr(x”* ) + BTr(ak’tk’))G(ArTr(a’) + BrTr(xk’)) 
I=0 
= c lQ(A>B,r,u) n ~(AI,BI,O,~)IF(~)G(~~) - F(O)G(O). 
r/.rEGF(q) 
Crr.se 2: By Case 2 of Lemma 6 
C(s) = q”-’ c #N(ATr( r), BTr( r )‘, u)F(u) 
IrEoF 
c (IO #N A Tr x ,BrTr(x)k, u)G(r) - F(O)G(O) 
rtGF(q) 
= q”-’ x J(A,B)F(n) c J(AI,BI)G(~) - F(O)G(O) 
uER(A,B) ~cR(AI,BI) 
=q’l~ZJ(A,B)J(A,,B,)Kf(A.B)K,(A~,B~) - OO)G(O). 
Cusr 1: a r.0 = QT.1 = = %,7--l # 0. 
If Al/A = B,/B&‘, then 
C(r) = qn-1 c #N(AITr(x), BlTr(x)‘, r)F(tl)G(c) - F(O)G(O) 
u,cEGF(q),A,u=ai oAi 
=q’-‘J(A,,B,) c F(u)G(c) - F(O)G(O) 
cER(A,,B, )..4, u--u- o.4~ 
=(I~-‘J(A,,B,)V(;~;~“‘-~‘(A,,B,) - F(O)G(O). 
If Al /A # B,/Ba$‘, then 
C(T) =q”-’ 1 G(u) F(u) - F(O)G(O) 
cEGF(q) nEH(.4,B,A,.E,.o-c,,r) 
=q”-’ c ( > ;< G v LL A, B; A,, B,,LI,,~) ~ F(O)G(O). 
1 SF(y) 
Since the map cp(x’) = (aso, a,~, . . . ur.,,-l ) is one-to-one, the distribution of their 
cross-correlation function values is easily obtained by counting the number of nonzero 
solutions of Al Bx”-’ = AB,. 0 
Proposition 8. Giuen A,B E GF(q). then I{u E GF(q) ) #N(A, B,u) > O}l = 
q!#N(A, B, 0). 
Proof. Let a be a primitive element of GF(q), we define a matrix H = (hi,), i,,j = 
0, 1,. ,q - 2, by hii = 1 iff A& + Bx’~ = cd, and hjj = 0 otherwise. 
For a given i, if Aa’ + Bxik = 0, then the ith row of H are all zeros. Otherwise the 
ith row of H has only one 1. Thus the number of l’s in H is q ~ #N(A, B, 0) since 
I{i 1 Ad + B& = O} 1 = #N(A, B, 0) ~ 1. 
Suppose there are A elements C in GF(q) such that Ax + B-x’ = C has at least one 
solution in GF(q). Then A - 1 of them are nonzero. For a given j, if Ax + B.Y” = Y/ 
has at least one solution, then there are #N(A, B,O) solutions by Lemma 5, and the 
jth column of H has #N(A, B, 0) 1’s. Otherwise the ,jth column of H are all zeros, 
therefore there are (A ~ l)#N(A, B.0) I’s in H. Thus 
(A ~ l)#N(A,B,O) = q - #N(A,B,O) 
or equivalently, A = q/#N(A, B, 0). 0 
Remark 9. When q is odd, then IR(A, B)I is odd by Proposition 8, and IK,(A, B)l > 0 
for any A, B E GF(q) and any nonlinear function ,f from GF(q) to GF(2). Therefore, 
by Theorem 7, lC(~)l > q”-* - 1 for at least q” -q shifts, which is unacceptably high 
in applications. 
Remark 10. When q is even, then IR(A,B)~ IS even for arbitrary A,B E GF(q) since 
#N(A, B, 0) = 2’ for some integer I > 0 and q = 2’. Thus, we may choose A, B E 
GF(q) and .f : GF(q) + GF(2) such that ,f‘ is balanced over R(A, B),i.e., K, (A, B) = 0. 
In this case, C(r) = -1 for at least q” - q shifts by Theorem 7, which is ideal except 
for several shifts. 
Remark 11. When A # 0,B = 0 and A 1 = O,Bl # 0, Theorem 7 coincides with 
Theorem 2.1 of [ 11. 
4. Conclusion 
Explicit formulas for cross-correlation functions of linearly related generalized 
geometric sequences are derived, therefore an open problem posed by Klapper et al. 
in [l] is partially solved. It is difficult for us to calculate cross-correlation functions 
of general generalized geometric sequences. We believe that the theory of exponential 
sums over finite field is useful in solving the difficult problem completely. 
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